
Standard Soil Probe

Probes are one of the most economical ways to locate buried
items. Maximize your profits by minimizing the time spent
locating items.

The 3/8" steel rods used in our probes have been carefully
selected. We evaluated and performance tested many other
types of steel before choosing the one used in all of our
probes. This steel provides the greatest durability and
extended use. It resists bending (while remaining flexible)
and springs back to its original state longer than other
steels.

Both the handle and tip are threaded. This allows you to
add extensions by using couplers, or to replace the tips after
they show significant wear.

The heat-treated tips are designed to provide a small
clearance hole for the shaft. This makes the penetration and
withdrawal easier because the full length of the shaft is not
dragging against the ground.

Smart Stick'- features:

Grips:
. Bright color, easy to see
. Comfortable, smooth,

durable vinyl softens
impact

Handle:
. Sflndy l" xll" solid steel
r Provides additional

weight and support for
easier penetration

. Big enough to grip
with both hands even
when wearing gloves

Shaft:
. High quality alloy steel

resists bending and
bowing

o Threaded for coupler and
extension

. The handle and shaft are
threaded to ensure a
secure connection and
ease of replacement

Tip:
. Threaded for replacement
. Special alloy steel
. Heat treated for longer life
. Tapered edges make

penetration and
withdrawal easier
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_ Add 96.
See page 19ror details.

Nofe; When ordering your probe with o hex
rod, add an 'X' to the port number. E.g. TPA48
becomes TPA48X. This option odds $6 to the
price of eoch probe.

Size Item Price

and does not provide
insulated probe, buy

protection
a Mighty

36"

42"

48"

5A',

64"

66" TPA66

72' TPA72

TPA36 $3s.00

TPA42 $3O.OO

TPA48 $32.00

TPA54 $38.00

IPA6O $3e.00

$40.00"

$41.00.

CAUTION
This PROBE is NOT INSULATED
against electrical shocks. For an
ProberM. *Additionol shipping chorges opply


